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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
As a responsible organisation we should not 

support, sanction or encourage actions which risk 

unnecessarily, the health and lives of our 

members, our families and those members of the 

public with whom we may come into contact.  

The latest government advice on the current 

Coronavirus pandemic, issued on March 16th 

2020, makes it clear that, “Now is the time for 

everyone to stop non-essential contact and to 

stop all non-essential travel" and that we should 

“avoid pubs, clubs and theatres” (and 

presumably cafes). Government and their 

advisors reiterate that “Social distancing 

measures can help to reduce transmissions and 

enable health systems to cope." In light of that 

clear guidance, it is with regret that I have to 

announce the cancellation of all formal section 

activities until the end of April. We will issue a 

further statement as and when appropriate. 

 

Geoff McGladdery – Chairman – Herefordshire 

and Mid-Wales section VMCC 
 
This statement will be updated in the coming days to 

reflect the ever changing situation 

 

 

PAST EVENTS 
Thursday March 5th – Club night west - The 

Greyhound, Builth Wells. 

The attendance at the inaugural meeting 

exceeded all expectations with 29 attending, 

including several who were taking part in a VMCC 

activity for the first time.  

At least 4 hardy souls rode to the meeting, including 

Rob Woodford on his trusty Triumph T140 and former 

West Wilts section member Tony Kay who rode from 

Pant-y-dwr on his 1978 MZ TS250/1. 

 
Tony’s MZ was bought new from D&A Rayner of 

Chadwell Heath for £504.00 and Tony has the 

original invoice. He was sick of the low dynamo 

output causing the bike to stall when approaching 

junctions with the headlights on and the flashers 

working. He overcame this by replacing all the bulbs 

with LEDs. At the time he couldn’t source a 6v 

headlamp bulb so he fitted a small 6v to 12v circuit 

sourced from eBay. Tony now has a very bright and 

serviceable 12v headlight whilst the rest of the bike 

still operates on 6v as it left the factory. He can also 

power up his 12v satnav. Result!!  
 

Thursday 12th March – Tesco to the Moon 

Despite a gloomy weather forecast, we had no rain 

and plenty of sunshine. Great to see Tony and Sue 

Page on their fabulous HRD– they even took it down 

the gravel road at Kentchurch, site of a “Ragged 

Edge checkpoint on Herefordshire on the Edge 

2019.

 
Tony bought this 1949 Series B HRD Rapide for £2750 

when he was 23 and has owned it for the last 39 

years. He tells us…”all my motorcycle friends 



thought I had fallen off my Norton Commando and 

banged my head on the ground. They thought me 

mad. Strangely, they are not saying that now... 

I joined the Vincent owners club and benefited 

immensely from the patience and help of various 

South London and North Kent Section members 

without whose help I would have thrown in the towel 

at an early stage of the piece.  

I attended many VOC events both here in the UK 

and in Europe putting in huge mileage just to ride 

the bike.  

In 1995 I attended the international VOC rally in New 

Zealand,  flying my bike there. This was the second 

international VOC rally I had attended, the first 

being in Europe in 1987 as VOC internationals take 

place every four years. 

In 1998 a large group of VOC members rode up 

through the Western United States,  through British 

Colombia Canada and up into the Yukon for a BBQ 

on the longest day. We rode up further, into Alaska. 

Then all the way back. For me, a two month 8500 

mile trip.  

I have used my HRD 'properly' and reckon it was 

worth the purchase price which, at that time, 

equated to six months' money... 

I don't mind getting it dirty. Oh, and I regularly do 

trackdays on it at Cadwell Park.”  

 

Paul Beale also took to the dirt on his very tidy 1980 

500cc Yamaha XT. Probably the ideal bike for the 

terrain. This beautifully restored bike was imported 

from the USA in 2016 and Paul is only the 3rd owner. 

FUTURE EVENTS 
Tuesday April 7th – H&H Motorcycle auction – 

National Motorcycle Museum, Solihull B92 0EJ. 

The team at H&H have compiled an excellent wide 

ranging catalogue. With 130+ lots there is something 

for everybody. 

 
This UK registered “barn-find” 1980 BMW R80GS with 

just 5250 miles on the clock will be keenly fought 

over. With world-wide appeal, expect it to get close 

to 5 figures! 

  
The Craig Vetter designed 1973 Triumph XR75 

“Hurricane” makes up in style what it may lack in the 

braking department (the Suzuki GT750 already had 

twin discs by then). Guided at £19k - £23k, it should 

find a new home.  

How can you not be captivated by this UK 

registered 1955 Lambretta LD150 outfit? (Answers on 

a postcard please) 

 
This 1927 “Big Port” AJS H8, with its re-circulating oil 

system and TT winning pedigree definitely floats my 

boat. 

  
In the words of the inimitable Meatloaf “……..I can 

see myself tearing up the road, faster than any other 

boy has ever gone.” Fortunately I don’t have the 

time, the space or the money for another 

project…………………...but. The auction will go 

ahead but will be “behind closed doors, with 

bidding by commission, phone, or internet. For a 

look at the catalogue and details of how to bid, 

follow or click on this link.  

https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/search?au=399 

https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/search?au=399


Saturday April 11th – South Midland Autojumble – 

Ross-on-Wye Livestock centre - CANCELLED 
At the moment the July and September events are 

unaffected. If you want to take a stall, (for as little as 

£10.00) contact John Harding on 01989 750731 or 

01989 769191.  

 

(Easter) Monday, April 13th – Red Marley Hill Climb – 

Great Witley Worcs - CANCELLED 

 

Sat & Sun April 25th & 26th - Staffordshire Show 

Ground ST18 – The Carole Nash International Classic 

Motorcycle Show. Now re-scheduled for FRIDAY 

AND SATURDAY 12th & 13th of June. As you might 

expect, the Bonham’s auction has also changed to 

those dates. 

 

Saturday May16th, meeting at Fforest Inn, 

Llanfihangel-nant-Melan, Presteigne LD8 2TN. (At the 

junction of the A44 and A481) at 10:00 for a 10:30 

start.  

STILL ON AT THE MOMENT – WILL BE REVIEWED 

Our first ever Trail ride will be a mix of lanes and legal 

tracks suitable for beginners on Trail bikes or road 

bikes with "off-road" tyres. Don’t be intimidated – you 

do not need a modern trail bike to enjoy this ride.  

Plenty of more experienced riders will be on hand to 

help those with less “off-road” miles. If you would like 

to know more about the ride, feel free to contact 

leader Paul Farley on 01874 610303 

Friday 22nd May (NB this is a new date) - Leominster 

Classic & Vintage Motorcycle auction – Brightwell’s, 

Easter’s Mart, Leominster, HR6 0DE.  

Not that they resemble double decker buses in any 

way, but after not seeing one for ages, another “Big 

port” 500cc AJS turns up at a Herefordshire auction. 

This one – a 1926 G8, is an ex-race bike described as 

a "barn-find”, which has remained untouched for 50 

years! Too good to be true? Go along and make 

your own mind up. Whilst clearly needing its 

mummy, it does seem to be very complete and if it 

sells for its guide price (£8,500 - £9,500) will make its 

new owner very happy. 

 
You could need very deep pockets, if you want to 

take this 1955 Vincent Black Prince home with you. 

It’s guided at £32k - £36k, which seems very cheap. 

In need of freshening, it has a good history and has 

been in long term ownership since 1967. Good 

examples have changed hands for £100k. Back in 

2014 this DIY kit sold at Bonham’s Banbury auction 

for a scarcely believable £91,100. 

 
Entries close for this sale on May 1st. Restrictions 

similar to the H&H auction can be expected 
To find out how you can bid and to see the full 

catalogue, take a look on their website. 

 

Sunday May 31st 2020 – The British Motor Museum, 

Gaydon CV35 0BJ - Banbury Run 2020 –  

DATE CHANGED TO SUNDAY AUGUST 16TH 

 

Even if you don’t have a suitable machine, to ride, 

then do make the effort to go and see this amazing 

spectacle.  



Several section members took part last year, 

including Chris Richards and section Chairman 

Geoff McGladdery, (above). They have entered 

again this year and along with Rob Woodford, they 

form the team “Wye Not”.  

John Macklin has entered on his recently acquired 

1927 596 cc 3 speed Super Squirrel and is looking for 

team mates to form Team “Wye Not 2”.  Entries are 

now open and forms can be found here on the 

VMCC website. Entries are on a strict “first come – 

first served” basis, so don’t delay. 

 
Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes 

– Mallory Park 

STILL SCHEDULED TO GO AHEAD AT THE MOMENT BUT 

UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW. 

Bob Abberley and John Macklin have kindly 

arranged to look after the section stand in the 

“Avenue of Clubs”. Last year, we put on a superb 

display of machines and would like to do the same 

again in 2020. If you have an interesting or unusual 

machine and would like to offer it for display, please 

contact Bob on 07850 270677. There are free entry 

tickets for anyone offering a bike for display. 

GREAT WEEKEND 

This is a great weekend, with a dazzling array of 

bikes, from all eras circulating the track for most of 

the 2 days. The Saturday is given over to road going 

machines where ordinary members like us can feel 

what it’s like to ride the hallowed racing tarmac of 

Mallory. The Sunday is about race machinery – 

famous machines and famous riders are 

everywhere. No John Cooper v Ago this year, but 

there will be a host of stars in the “Past Masters” 

sessions.   I would urge you to make the effort to go 

for at least a day, but a better idea would be to 

camp (or caravan) for the weekend. You won’t 

regret it. 

Entry forms for the 2020 VMCC Festival of 1000 bikes 

can be downloaded from the VMCC website, or 

you can call the VMCC office.  

 

HE THOUGHT IT WAS JUST SCRAP! 

 
Brian Taylor, the owner of “The House Clearance 

Company” in the Coleham Head area of 

Shrewsbury, found this treasure trove of motor-cycle 

while he was dealing with the aftermath of flooding. 

The parts were hidden in a previously undiscovered 

underfloor compartment. It was only when a 

Matchless classic bike enthusiast posted the image 

of Mr. Taylor with his stash on Instagram, that the 

potential value of such a collection was realised. He 

thought they were scrap!   

 

UNDER £1000 
Whilst its nice to dream of owning a Vincent, an Ex-

works Ariel, or restoring a “Big Port” 1920s AJS, most 

of us don’t have the time, the money, the skills (or 

any combination of the above) to enjoy our hobby 

in that way. Perhaps we would just like to try an older 

bike before we commit our pension fund to a heap 

of allegedly precious metal, or maybe we just want 

to keep this as a cheap hobby. If you fit any of those 

descriptions, we have some good news. A very 

quick look in the usual places Ebay, Fecebook 

Market Place, Gumtree reveals a good selection of 

very useable bikes – ready to run with MOTs for less 

than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before 

Jan 1st 1995). Listed on Gumtree at £795, this 1993 SST 

250 cc Cagiva should tick a few boxes, particularly 

as it has 12 months MOT and less than 14,000 miles 

on the clock. 

 
You didn’t have to go any further than Worcester to 

buy this 1992 600cc Yamaha Diversion for £609 with 

12 months MT and 24,000 miles on the clock. Easy to 

ride, always cheap and hugely competent, with 

readily available spares, these bikes are a good 

choice for a starter classic. 

 

 
We will run “UNDER £1,000” as a regular feature in 

future newsletters. If you have managed to acquire 

a useable roadworthy classic for less than £1,000, 

get in touch and tell us all about it. 
NB Prices are the advertised asking prices and are correct at the 

time of writing, We have not verified any of the details vendors 

have used in their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility. 



HARLEY DAVIDSON 
At the end of March, Harley-Davidson president and 

CEO Matt Levatich will step down from the 

company, ending his 26 year career at the world's 

largest manufacturer of heavyweight motorcycles.  

Board member Jochen Zeitz has been elected as 

acting president and CEO. 

It seems that Levatich is carrying the can for a 

decline in sales of 46% since May 2015. Despite its 

unique and iconic position, one wonders how long 

the brand can continue as a mainstream volume 

manufacturer, even with their latest heavyweight 

offering the Pan-American Adventure bike – their 

first ever bike in this category, but sadly not available 

until 2021. 

So it’s off with the ZZ Top beard and look for a buyer 

for the leather chaps. How easy is it to remove 

tattoos? 

 

 LOTUS ROTOVIC 

You might well be wondering why we are featuring 

a classic race car in a motorcycling newsletter. The 

eagle eyed, will have already worked it out. Do 

those finned cylinder heads look familiar? They will if 

you were into British 2-strokes in the ‘60s because 

they’re Ariel Arrow cylinder heads. 

 
The engine was conceived and built by Lotus 

engineer/draughtsman Ron Marchant, as an 

experimental engine to comply with the formula 1 

rules of the day which required engines of less than 

1500cc. Hard facts are elusive as this development 

took place in the mid ‘60s, but it seems that whilst 

the project was “unofficial”, a number of Lotus 

employees were involved in their “spare time”. 

The engine did make at least 1 appearance in the 

rear of a Lotus 23 at Brands Hatch in 1965. Reliability 

issues meant it was never fully developed and it was 

eventually replaced by something more 

conventional.  

The Arrow engine eventually found its way to the 

museum at Donington where it was put on display 

for many years and the Lotus ended up in the Lotus 

museum, Utah in the United States. When the 

museum closed the car was bought by well-

respected historic sports car racer Jeremy Deeley 

who shipped it back to the UK and somehow 

acquired the engine from the Donington museum. 

The two were re-united and the car returned to the 

track………… where it ran gloriously but briefly 

before expiring. Undeterred, Mr Deeley asked the 

renowned classic race engineers Setford & Co to 

take good look at the engine and rebuild it with 

better quality components.  

Having never worked on Arrow engines let alone 6 

coupled together to work as one unit they did their 

homework on how to improve the engine(s). Arrows 

have a long if chequered history as race bikes 

fundamentally fast yet fatally flawed their potential 

as race engines has always been an attraction to 

talented engineers. The first and probably the most 

famous was Peter Inchley.  

As talented a racer as he was an engineer, Inchley 

coaxed the unreliable Arrow to class victories in the 

Barcelona 24 hour race, the Thruxton 500 and the 

Silverstone 100, before leaving Ariel to ride for EMC 

in the 125cc World Championships. In more recent 

times Mike Hose has dominated the 250cc class in 



the pre-TT Classic on the Billown circuit in the IOM, 

winning 6 times on his Arrow. 

 
Continuous development by numerous determined 

and talented racers, has radically improved the 

reliability and the power of the Arrow engine since 

its launch in ’61. 

Setford’s made contact with Peter Coogan, the 

owner/builder of Mike Hose’s successful machine 

and he played a vital role in helping them identify 

the improvements that would be needed. 

Japanese pistons, conrods, needle roller bearing 

little ends and finely balanced cranks are all 

essential for a fast reliable engine as are alloy 

barrels.  

After another failure with the iron barrels at the 

Goodwood Festival of Speed in 2017, it was decided 

to replace the iron barrels of the original with alloy 

barrels. Setford’s needed to locate some patterns in 

order to cast and machine barrels to fit the V12 

crankcases. They found a saviour in Arrow 

afficianado Roger James who loaned them his own 

casting pattern and thus the final piece of the jigsaw 

was in place. 

As of today (23/3/20) the new engine is still under 

construction. Seaford’s described it as “on the 

backburner”. Will this fantastic Ariel Arrow based 

creation ever run again? Let’s hope so. 

If you click or follow this YouTube link, you can hear 

the engine running at Shelsley Walsh in August 2012. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98AjJ09zNUQ 

 

 
 

 

I am indebted to a number of people for this piece and I 

have relied heavily on an article for the Ariel Owners 

magazine written in 2018 by Roger James.  

. 

YESTERDAY 

Experienced motorcycle traveller Tony Page shares 

his thoughts on why it is important to engage with 

the environment we find on our journeys rather than 

just simply passing through it. 

 

Yesterday, while riding about doing errands, I 

parked my 1939 BSA Empire Star and upon returning 

saw that there was a bloke peering at it. He said that 

he too had ‘a BSA’ but didn’t know what model. 

Luckily the Empire Star started first kick and I 

escaped yet another flake and/or loonie… 

ALASKA 

It reminded me that on the way to Alaska some 

years ago riding my Vincent with Kiwi John Gurney 

on his, we’d stopped in a place called John Day in 

deepest Oregon  

 
desperate for 7UP and a sandwich. And because it 

was a town called John, not Alice. Attracted 

perhaps by our unkempt appearance and Vincent 

T-Shirts, we were approached by a guy whose 

opening line was ‘I have A Norton I think I may want 

to get rid of’.  

CAN I STEAL IT FOR A FEW QUID? 

It’s happened to most of us, right? I sat there, 

wondering how many people within 1000 miles of 

John Day Oregon even knew what a Norton was. 

So, sensing an opportunity to basically steal this idiot 

American’s Norton for a few quid, I tried to appear 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98AjJ09zNUQ


casual and disinterested and asked what he had. 

The answer was ‘1975 Mk3 Interstate with a Boyer 

and single carb.’ I asked what he wanted, seeking 

a mug. ‘Ten thousand bucks’.  He knew exactly 

what he had and was no ‘idiot American’.  

JOHN DAY- A PERSON OR A  TOWN? 

Seeing through his act instantly, it was obvious he 

had no inkling to sell his bike but instead wanted to 

talk about them. He lives in John Day where, most 

probably, no one knows or cares about his priceless 

piece of motorcycle history. And that’s fine…I didn’t 

need another Norton Commando but can always 

use another story…………….So we talked.  

A FAMILIAR STORY 

His was (what became) a familiar story: Vietnam 

Vet, married several times, now living off the grid on 

his little piece of land surrounded by a National 

Forest, where no one can move next to him, and 

building his own house. He had bought the Norton 

in Northern California (next door in US terms) and 

done most of the work on it himself. It was in a lock 

up quite close and we decided to go take a look. 

John and I followed his pick up just round the corner. 

Not because we were interested in buying it, but – 

well – as it was a real bike in a place called John 

Day. And why not? 

The bike was indeed an Mk3 Interstate, black, and if 

not actually a ten-grand vision, it was nevertheless a 

nice bike. There was also a BSA B44 in there too so 

we reminisced about riding big singles and then 

prepared to leave and head further north.  

THE NEAREST TYRE SHOP 

It was then that I remembered that the reason we 

had stopped in John Day was not only for 7UP but 

also to ask if there was a tyre shop within striking 

distance as my rear tyre was getting pretty worn 

and I didn’t relish the thought of  punctures.  

 

Our new friend said that there was a guy over in 

Prairie City who might have some 19” tyres but that 

he was ‘a bit crazy and sometimes hard to deal 

with’. The then-next nearest tyre place was three 

hundred miles further on. 

 

We opted to phone Mr Prairie City and, yes , he did 

have a 19-inch tyre so off we went.  

177 BROKEN BONES!! 

His name was Engo and he was a bit strange for 

sure. In a voice that could have pierced a 

Labrador’s eardrums at a distance of five furlongs, 

the first thing he told us after we’d got off the 

Vincents was that he had broken 177 bones racing 

motorcycles. I thought (but didn’t say) that after I’d 

broken the second one I’d have packed it in and 

then found a hobby I was more adept at. And I 

wondered if maybe he had broken some bones 

more than once? He would have had to, right?  How 

many bones are there in the human body? Or 

maybe he broke all 177 in one go? 

TROUBLES WITH THE LAW 

He shared his thoughts on ABS braking systems with 

us and claimed he could modulate the brakes on a 

motorcycle better than any computer. I remember 

wondering whether a guy with 177 broken bones 

should be making such a claim.  

Over an hour or two, John and I listened to his life 

story about his family coming to the United States all 

those years ago from Germany and settling in 

California, then moving north to Oregon. Much of his 

repertoire concerned tales of trouble with the law - 

mostly speeding and being belligerent and not 

paying business rates. Perhaps all related to the fact 

that he may well have underestimated the vanity of 

those in public life… 

 

WORCESTERSHIRE  SECTION 
Richard Caddick, secretary of the Worcester 

Section issued the following statement to section 

members on March 18th. 

“In the light of (Government advice). I think we have 

no choice but to suspend the Worcester Section’s 

activities including runs, show attendance and 

meetings until further notice. I am really sorry that this 

is required, especially after we have worked so hard 

to produce a full and varied programme this year, 

but we do need to protect our members and their 

families”…...”In the meanwhile take care and I will 

contact you again if and when we have further 

details of future activities.” 

 

INTERCOMS

 
So far we’ve heard nothing about intercoms – 

perhaps I didn’t turn my headphones on! 

 

GRINDLEY PEERLESS 
Mention of the Cotswold section’s “Felix Burke” trial 

in isssue 45 encouraged Bill Danks to put pen to 

paper………..”The enclosed photograph is of great 

interest to me and bought back fond memories. 

The machine shown is a Grindley-Peerless, a rarity in 

its day, but even more so as it is almost certainly 

fitted with a 1000cc vee-twin Barr and Stroud sleeve 

valve engine.  



In later years the machine was owned by a 

Cotswold Section member but sadly I can't 

remember his name but Arthur rings a bell but it's not 

Arthur Mortimer. 

I think I'm correct in stating that the bike shown 

came from Ted Beckham of Cheltenham's amazing 

collection. Ted had a set of sleeve-valve GP's, 350, 

500 and the mighty 1000. 

In the late 60's I was very privileged to view his 

collection. Harold Badham the guy who introduced 

me to the VMCC was the Kidderminster Villiers Agent 

and kept my two-strokes going with spare parts. He 

asked me to join him on a trip to view the Ted's 

collection. Harold and Ted were both members of 

the APMC (The Association of Pioneer Motorcyclists) 

so sang off the same hymn sheet. 

A great time was had by all, but Harold roguishly 

suggested, that Ted's collection lacked the 

Grindley-Peerless 'tiddler' fitted with the 196cc twin-

port Villiers motor. Harold just happened to have 

one languishing at the back of his workshop. Ted 

didn't bite, I used it on a couple runs and what a 

charming little bike it proved to be. 

Dennis Beale, that fountain of all 'Cotswoldian' 

history, will hopefully come to my rescue with any 

missing or erroneous information.” 

 

NORTON – UPDATE 

The collapse of Donington Hall Estates Ltd and 

Norton Motorcycles Holdings Ltd, (effectively the 

manufacturer of the currrent Norton motorcycle 

range), continues to be surrounded by innuendo 

and controversy. The companies showered with 

£5m of Government funding and hailed by politiical 

luminaries such as (then) chancellor George 

Osbourne and (then) Business Secretary Vince 

Cable as a model for British manufactruing 

businesses remain firmly in receivership. 

 
The good news for this once proud brand is that, 

judging by their actions, the receivers (BDO) are still 

negotiating with potential buyers to keep the brand 

alive and the company manufacturing in some 

way. Let’s hope that they are succesful. 

 
 

STRANGEST OF TIMES 

For most if not all, these are the strangest of times. 

Who had heard of “Social distancing”? Who 

expected to be instructed to stay in the house 

except for essential tasks? Who predicted that an 

assembly of more than 2 people would become a 

crime? 

Against that backdrop, old motorcycles would 

seem to have have little relevance…. or do they? It 

is a passion that we share and something that 

provides a welcome distraction from the tsunami of 

dire daily news. For that reason, I will continue to 

assemble this Newsletter and issue it as frequently as 

possible, until we return to normality – whatever that 

may look like. You will have noted, that whilst much 

of this issue, has been compiled in the last few days, 

it is already out of date or irrelevant. You can help 

us by sending us stories and pictures which you 

would like to share. Don’t forget what you might see 

as familiar and boring, may well fascinate others. As 

a natural contrarian, I am surprised to find myself 

urging you to follow the government’s advice, but I 

do urge you to do so. 

 

 Updates and other stuff can be  

found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire 

section. Feel free to add your views to it. 


